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Over 10 years of experience in the operation, management, and execution of key 
business building components, asset to your organization.Experienced with both 
established world-wide companies and local startups. 

1999 – 2010
MANUFACTURING SPECIALIST III - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for programming, operation and maintaining twin spindle twin 
turret lathes in plastic area of Hip Instruments Cell.

 Programmed all product lines involving Acetabular inserts, femoral heads and 
various plastic components related to the instrument line.

 Components are complete off machine including full engraving driven by 
barcoded routers and in most cases run in continuous screw machine fashion.

 Received several new machines and made them into a turn-key operation as 
well as older machinery and making them into turn-key operations.

 Responsible for the training of teammates as new processes were brought in.
 Branched out to other components of the cell and programmed other Okumas 

involving other materials.
 Assisted other Cells in the programming of several families of UHMWPE Patella 

and Cobalt Chrome Femoral Heads.

1994 – 1999
MANUFACTURING SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 with extensive experience in the assembly of medical products.
 Proficient in utilizing data entry computer software to track inventory.
 Self-motivated with ability to multi-task and fill in where needed with little or no 

supervision.
 Electronic Assembler Experienced operator on the following machines PCB 

Soldering, PCB Comformal Coating, PCB Stencil Washer, Conveyer Belt, Several 
types of Fugi Surface Mounts Machines, Reflow Oven, Jewel Box X-Ray, Loaders, 
PCB Dek Pasting, Router, PCB Washers, PCB Screen Printers Assembled PCB 
products using numerous machines and procedures.

 Wave Solder Operator Assemble PCB products using soldering procedures.
 Line Attendant Provide material and line support to assure continuous 

production of medical products and devices to meet customer demands.
 Analyzed, evaluated, prepared and closed all orders for Printed Circuit Board 

(PCB) production..
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EDUCATION

Associates in Mechanical Technology - (NYC Technical College - Brooklyn, NY)

SKILLS

High grasp of computer programming languages and software.
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